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IN MY BOYHOOD I NEVER youth who had no manure pile at
heard of anyone buying flower an.
seeds. Each flower garden produc- The affection was mutual, b'ut
ed its own seed, and even vege- the haughty father forbade the
table seeds were often home-grown. young people to see each other beBeets,
on io n s, cause of the youth's station. Dis:!arrots, cabbage consolate, the boy wandered in the
md other bien- woods, wondering what could be
nials, · were kept done about it all, until, suddenly, I
:>ver and planted, he came upon an enormous pile
to yield seed the of manure, the greatest ever seen,
s e c o n d y e a r. of which he took possession. That
While there were gave him the requii;'.'ed standing,
many ;who bought and the lovers were happily united. (
such seeds from
*
the stores, the
GARDENING
AMON G
US \
practice of grow- owed much of its success to the
lng them at home availability of fertilizer. For the
was not uncom- treatment of certain plants one
mon. But flower went to the barnyard or the sheep
seeds were al- shed or chicken coop. For others
most
invariably there was the collection . of disinDavles.
grown at home tegrate~ chips around tlie· ~- big
or obtained from a. neighbor. woodpile. And for others there I
'*
could be had leaf mould in unlimTHE FLOWER 'GARDEN WAS ited quantities from the woodlot.
usually the responsibility of some To learn best how to use these infemale member of the family. And gredients required patience and
so;me of .the mothers, aunts, and experience, but the results were
· even grandmothers were experts wonderful.
in flower culture. They might have
*
little technical knowledge, but OUR MOST S U C C E S S FU L
they had the "knack" for garden- home gardeners were careful .to
ing which seems to be inborn in prevent the mixing of· different vasome. Under the training of their rieties which they wished to keep
sympathetic hands slips would take distinct, and because varieties
root and buds set, and blossoms planted close together were apt to
unfold when under the unskilled I show evidences of cross in the
ministrations of others they would seeds saved for next year's plantwilt and die. It was a · gift with ing, there persists a belief that
which only the few were blessed. . this year's blossoms from seed I
* * *
planted this spring will cross if
I HAVE IN MIND ONE OLD the plants are grown together. Of
garden which was a joy to its course that is impossible. The erasowner and a delight to all who sing, if done at all, results from the
visited it. It was the special charge pollenization , of one blossom from
of a gracious maiden lady who another, and before the pollenizahappened to be an aunt of mine, tion takes effect the blossom is
and with ' loving care she tended gone. If dark and light sweet peas
it! To her growing things were are planted together the color of
more like persons than mere the blossoms will not_ bg- ftffected.
plants. Each had its own individu- But if seed from such plants ts.
ality, and each was humored and used next year the progeny may
coddled, or perhaps sternly prun- be mixed. For that reason, among
ed and repressed, as the special others, it is better to buy see l
occasion seemed to require. And than to grow it at home when th 3
they responded like well-trained preservation of individual , tipes i s
children.
desired. Commercial growers hav .,
*
ways of preventing cross-fertiliza MARK TWAIN WROTE AN tion and thus keeping seed pure.
amazing story, through which a
*
vein of biting satire ran, about an THE MEMORY OF AN 0 ~
isolated district in Germany's garden lingers, as it did with Tom
Black Forest where the wealth and Hood, who wrote:
, dignity of the inhabitants, and I remember, I remember
their standing in society, were mea- The roses-red and white;
sured by the size of the manure ' The violets and the lily-cups,
piles which they had accumulated. Those flowers made of light!
The greatest aristocrat of the com.. The lilacs where the robin built,
munity, who had the biggest ma.. And where my brother set
nure pile of all, had also a lovely The laburnum on his birthday,daughter who fell in love with a
The tree is living yet.
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AFTER FORT -,.-SEVEN YEARS erences to that unusual method of/
of honorable service Stewart Griggs sending an order to the commandretires from his position as postal er of a naval squadron is now
made in connection with the death
inspector to enjoy the leisure· of of Captain H. H. Caldwell, fo
private life and the recollection of many years an officer in the Unitwhat must hav e ed States navy.
been ,a fascinat*
ing service. Be- B E C A U S E OF TROUBLED
g in n i n g as a conditions in China the squadron
clerk in the Grand commanded by Dewey was stationForks postoffice ed at Hong Kong, a British port.
he was given sue- Caldwell, a lieutenant, was Dewcessive promo- ey's aide and secretary. News of
tions
until
h~ the American declaration that a
reached the po- state of war existed - reached the
sition which he commander of a British vessel at
has
he 1 d
for · Hong. Kong, who quietly conveyed
many years and the information to Dewey. Dewey,
won
recognition fearing that his ships might be inas one of the terned if in a neutral harbor, movm o s t c a pa b I e ed down the coast, leaving Caldmen in the em- well at Hong Kong to await deDavies.
ploy of the gov- velopments. When the Am~rican
ernment. Much of his work had to consul received the expected order
do with the detection and suppres- Caldwell took it and carried it ovsion of frauds attempted against erland, partly on horseback, and
the department or against the pub- delivered it to his chief. Nowadays,
lie through the medium of the de- under like circumstances, Washpartment. It is a work which must ington would merely call Dewey
be conducted quietly and unob- on long-distance phone and tell
trusively, and only in rare cases him what to do.
do any of the facts re1ating to it
*
J
become known to the public.
PRINCE OLAF, OF NO _ \VAY
Griggs could be trusted with as- Imust have felt quite at home when
signments of the most confidential I he reached New York. Of che four
character with the certainty that policemen assigned to ·him as a
he could keep his own counsel, and guard of honor two had been
: that no desire for notoriety on his schoolmates of the prince ·and a,
part would ever lead to the betray- third had often been his skiing
al of official secrets. Locked up in companion. What was 'ranunany
his consciousness there must be doing to let Norwegians on the ]}omany a thrilling story in which lice force?
this · quiet man played a conspicu* *
ous part, but those stories, it is
SQUIRRELS ARE OFTEN DOsafe to say, will never be told. Mr. mesticated, but for some reason
Griggs has well earned his retire- one doesn't often hear of a pet
ment and the opportunities which gopher. Mrs. R. R. O'Connor, - 523
its Ieisute )Vill give him. He has IChestnut street, has one which
maintained the traditions of an was captured as a baby about a
honorable service and o~ the fine year ago. It grew up as tame as a
pioneer family of which he is a kitten and enjoyed the freedom of
member.
the house, but it was not allowed
* *
out of doors for fear of stray cats.
MANY OLDER R E AD E R S Last fall it disappeared, and it was
will remember that the beginning supposed to have fallen a victim
of the Spanish-American war ,a n to some prowling animal. But a
order was sent to Admiral, then short time ago it reappeared,
Commodore, Dewey, to proceed to healthy, lively and friendly as evManila and there capture or de- er. The theory is that, sensing the
stroy the Spanish fleet, an order approach of winter, the little aniwhich he obeyed _promptly and mal in some way had made its
1"Ompletely.
Probably few know way under the porch and there
that the order was transmitted to had holed in and hibernated, as is
Dewey partly on horseback. Ref- the ·practice of gophers.
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ONE OF THE MOST PLEAS- be found wherever the language is
ing and appropriate figures used to spoken. Perhaps we in America
describe a change wrough•. by the are even more addicted than are
the English to the use of colloapproach of spring is that used by qualisms and other figures which
Mrs. Burnett in "The Secret Gar- must be puzzling to the foreign
den" when she student. Probably there are in the
described the foreigner's own language familiar /
landscape as cov- forms of expression which do not
er e d wit h a appear in the text books which do not
"g r e e n m i s t." the English-speaking person would
Nothing could fit find mystifying.
more accurately
* * *
r
the appearance
OF COURSE THE KING JAMES
of any bit of version of the Bible is the source
woodland ;.s leaf- of many of our figures of speech.
'JUds begin to Among these Sir Denison lists:
,pen. Ne indivi:i"Fat of the land," "for ever and J
ual bit of green ever." "apple of his eye," "stars in
is perceptible but their courses," "the root of the
:iv er everything matter," "the land of the living,"
is cast the faint "signs of the times," "whited sep- 1
mantle of green , ulchres," "no respecter of persons,''
Davies.
that resembles "thorn in the flesh," and "filthy
nothing so much as a soft, d<'li- lucre."
cate mist.
* * *
* * *
SEVERAL OF THOSE ARE
EVERY YEAR WE WI'l.'NESS parts of our everyday speech, yet
that appearance, but this year it the foreigner who depends only
was scarcely more than momen- on grammer and lexicon would find
tary, the transition from bare it difficult to fit them into anybranches to full verdure was so thing that he has learned of our
swift. The season which, accord- language. Sporn has given to Enging to the calendar, should have lishmen many terms with which
been spring, was chilly and back- we are scarcely familiar on this
ward, and then we seemed to be side of the water, because the
plunged all at once into the middle Englishman's sports are different
of summer. The few days around from ours. But we seem to have
May day were marked by changes borrowed from the English some
so rapid that one could not keep terms which have come into comtrack of them. Leaf-buds opened mon use among us. Thus, to be
over night. Tender shoots sprang "stumped" conveys a distinct meanfrom the ground. And out in the ing to us, but it appears to have
country the newly-sown fields are come to us from the English game
already being carpeted with green. of cricket. And from the same
*
game there has come into fairly
SIR E. DENISON ROSS, A PRO- general use here the expression "it
fessor in the University of Lon- isn't cricket," in reference to an
don, has published a book entitled admittedly unworthy action. An~
"The English Language". He dis- "to hit below the belt" which is i
cusses as follows some of the dif- common use on this side, sems to
ficulties which the foreigner finds have originated among the early
in mastering the English language: English pugilists. Another pugilis"Let us," says Sir Denison Ross, tic term apparently of English or"try to visualize the curriculum of igin is "throw up the sponge."
the foreigner who wishes to learn
* *
English. Having mastered our amTHE USE OF THE AUTOMOazingly simple grammar-in which bile has given us in the United
there are no genders and no de- States several terms which probclensions, and where the spelling ably have not become current in
siilone is troublesome- he learns to England. "We "park" a car on a
, 'ead, write, and speak the langu- paved street in the business section
age. If he specializes in English, he of a city, where there may be no
also studies English literature and park within miles, and we have exreads a certain amount of English tended the use of the word until we
history. He may. further, spend "park" almost anything of which
some time in England, learn to we wish to dispose temporarily.
talk fluently, and become acquaint- For the action of a car which
ed with many aspects of English swerves and slides we have gone
life and manners; but not all those to the lumber woods and borrowed
' who enjoy these advantages can the word "skid," and now the
be expected to discover, for ex- word has become standard for any
I ample, what lines of the poets most sidewise sliding motion. Some years I
~nglishmen have by heart, to ago we applied the word "shimmy"
vhat prose quotations they can put to certain dance motions. Originat•1 author, what historical events ing as slang the word is now in
nd anecdotes are foremost in regular use to describe the similar
.neir memories or what characters erratic movements in a losely-coupin history and fiction have become led car. The progress of invention
household words a~ong them."
has created many new words for us
1
*
and given new uses to old ones, and
THOSE DIFFICULTIES ARE the change is so rapid that no litnot confined to the use of the erary formalist can keep up with
Ian
in England. They are to it.

I
I

I

* *

*

* *

MOVING INTO GRAND FORKS idea of enabling the wearer to ell
from Hannah last . fall, Mr. and the time-approximately - in the
Mrs. James Black expected to re- dark. When a little gadget was
main only for the winter, but they pushed a tiny bell would sound the
like the town so well that they latest hour, then, after a pause~ it
have decided to
would stri~ the latest quarter.
stay. That called
Thus, if it struck 12, followed by
for the collection
3, one knew that the time was
and disposal of
somewhere .b etween 12: 45 and 1.
household effects
The clock on the First N ationa1
at Hannah, and
bank corner does pretty much the
in the process
same thing.
some interesting
* * *
items were disMANY IN'rERESTING DEcovered. One was
vices have been used to record the
a copy · of the
passage of time. The Romans had
Hannah Moon for
a water clock in which the mechDecember 24, 1897.
anism used to record the time was
The Moon, long
actuated by the dropping of water. j
since suspended,
The hour-glass was once what its
was then -publishname implies, and not a minuteed by W. H.
glass such as is stpl sometimes /
Shepard. Ano thDavies.
used to titne the boiling of eggs,
er of its publishers was S. J. A. containing a quantity of fine sand
Boyd, who left the newspaper which would run through the openbusiness to become county super- ing connecting the two halves in
intendent of schools' of Cavalier just an hour. In certain public ascoq.nty. , He is now retired and semblages the hour-glass had its
makes his home with daughters in place in the presiding officer's desk
California.
and it was the duty of a designated
* * *
official to keep watch of it and reTHE PRINCIPAL FEATURE verse it at the proper moment. On
in Mrs. Black's copy of the paper of those things would be a con
is an account of the fire which de- venient thing at the close of a legstroyed the old Hotel Dacotah and islative session at Bismarck. Intook the lives of two elderly per- stead of stopping or turning back
sons. That fire will long be re- the clock on Friday night the
membered by those who witnessed glass could simply be left alone
it. Another interesting souvenir of until Monday and then started
old times is a silver watch, age again.
unknown; "which Mr. Black brought
*
from Scotland many years ago..
CONNECTICUT WAS
ONCE
* * *
famous for its wooden clocks no
FROM MRS. BLACK'S DE- less than for its wooden nutmegs
scription of it I judge this to be Those clocks were not merely en
, of the type once popularly known cased in wood-all their parts wer
a~ "'bull's eye" or "turnip." I had made of wood, wheels, bearings,
one which my grandfather had escapements, everything, and many
carried for 40 years. · He laid it of them kept excellent time and
aside, and later gave it to me, be- lasted for years. The wooden clock
cause, he said, he had become tired industry extended more or less
of winding it. From my experience through New England and into
with it I suspect that there was Nova Scotia. "The Clockmaker" is
another reason, for some of the the title of a book, once quite popuworks were pretty well worn out, lar, by Judge Haliburton, a Nova
and I never could make it go prop- Scotian jurist.
erly.
*
* *
CLOCKS OF ELABORATE DETHAT WATCH WAS A KEY- sign and intricate mechanism have
winder, doubly encased in heavy been made, and some are still · in
silver, with a. thick glass face. The operation, to _illustrate Scriptural
outer case had to be removed to subjects by means of miniature
get at the keyhole. Completely as- moving figures. A typical grandsembled it was almost as thick as it father clock in our home back
was wide, and a capacious pocket east had attached to its dial a de ..
was needed to contain it.
vice which showed the day of .the
*
month and the phases of the moon.
I WONDER IF "REPEATING" It has to be set to provide for
watches are made any more. I months of different days, and ochaven't seen one for many years.] casionally we had to correct the
The repeater was built with the moon by the almanac.

*

*

1

* *

*

I

* *

EARLY IN THE YEAR I MET to be found in many of the pulp
a man who was advertised as a magazines and had arrived at an
impossible conclusion.
"world traveler and lecturer," and
* AND IS I
who spoke before several groups
SCIENCE *
HAS* DONE
in Grand Forks. He was an edu- doing some remarkable things, and
cated man, eviits discoveries are being adapted
dently had travelto the development of instruments j
ed widely, and
of d~ath and destruction. Army
appeared to be
specialists are working night and
well informed on
day at such tasks, and every little
many phases of
while there is developed some i world affairs. I
strument more effective than any- )
heard none of his
thing that has preceded it. But the
addresses a n d
scientists of one country are never
know nothing of
very far ahead of their neighbors.
w h at he may
Effective instt-uments embodying
have said in pubnew principles are not invented
lie, but in our
. full-fledged. Each rep re sen ts the
personal conver..
application
of principles wellsation he made
known, with something new added,
one remarkable
and no important bit of scientific
state m en t. He
knowledge can long remain a sediscounted t h e
Davies.
cret. There are too many investiprobability of a general European gators at work. Therefore it is safe
war on the ground that no nation always to discount stories of sendared oppose Germany in armed sational inventions whose princonflict. The reason for this, he ciples are known only in one
said, was that Germany possessed country.
a device which could render use* *
less any mechanical weapon of an
WALKING A
COUPLE
OF {
enemy before the enemy could get blocks on a · down-town street I
into action.
dodged six ladders which were be*
ing used in claning windows, paintTHIS MARVELOUS INSTRU- ing, fixing awnings and other
ment, he said, was so constructed work appropriate to spring. I
that it would generate powerful in- walked around, not under, each of
visible rays which would put out those ladders. I am familiar with
of commission any mechanism the superstition that it is bad luck
containing metal and which could to walk under a ladder. I have no .
be directed accurately and made faith in superstitions, ne-•·ertheless,
effective up to a distance . of 20 I walk around ladders. For reasons
,miles. Thus, within the range of 20 of prudence I avoid walking under
miles, the enemy's tanks, trucks, a ladder on top of which is a man
airplanes and most types of guns, with a pail of water or a can of j
could be crippled instantly with- paint, and that cautious habit, I
1out the firing of a shot. The army suppose, has induced a habit which
commands of other nations, he causes · me instinctively to walk
said, knew of the existence of this around a ladder on which there is
device, and of its deadly effective- nobody doing anything. Perhap
ness, but the secret of its construe- that is how the theory of bad luck
tion and operation was known only became associated with ladders.
to the Germans, by whom it was
*
jealously guarded. Against such a
HIGHWAYS ENTERING WINweapon, he said, the other nations nipeg will be closed to automobiles
knew that they would be power- on May 24, the day of the visit
less, the ref ore there would be no of King George and Queen Elizawar.
beth to that city. Persons driving
* *
to Winnipeg on that day will be
I LISTENED TO THAT STATE- obliged to leave their cars someItnent with ama~ement. It was se> where outside the city and make
fantastic that I didn't believe a their way in by other means. In
word of it, nor do I believe any- New York City they are talking
thing of the sort now. Yet it was about closing to automobile traffic
made by a man of intelligence during the fair Times square,
f whose
appearance and manner which includes a section of Broadwere such as to convey the im- way and some adjacent territory,
!pression that he knew what he was so that in that section pedestrians
talking about. I scarcely think that Iwill be free to hold high carnival i
he had invented the fable. I thin~Jan day and all night without being I
it more likely that he was one of run down. In June Grand Forks
those otherwise normal persons will entertain Prince Olav and
who have an exaggerated passion Princess Martha of Norway. Isn't
for the marvelous and mysterious, there something here that we could
and that he had put together bits close off during their visit, just as
of pseud -speculations such as are Ian appropriate tribute of respect?
J

*

* *

*

*

*

IN REPLY ON FRIDAY TO: its relations wtth the citlsen.
the demands of Hitler for the/ President Roosevelt safd be conacquisftlon ot PoJish territory ceived it to be the duty of the
and sovereign rights by Germany government to provide with jobs

the Polish fore i g n minister
Colonel
Joseph
B e c k,
refused
c o m p liance in
terms moderate,

but

those otherwise unable to obtain )
them, and to lend money to the 1
-

unmistak-

able in th e i r
f i rm ness. Colo n e1 B e c k ' s
s p e e c h was a

m od el

of

re-

individual when

he was unable

to get it from the banks.

That

I

is a large order. It is concede·d I
that society must make reasod,

able provision to protect indivi-.,
dua1s from the unavoidable hard·
ships of destJtution. Such pro,
vision, it is generally accepted

should be made through the in'
strumentality of some goverr! ,

s tr aJp_t. free
mental agency. But for the gm
fr Om anything
ernment to hold out as a rig?")
savoring of ablJa-w?eL
the promise of a job to whoevl,
use, and in striking contrast to has none, and of a loan to whc.._
the sound and fury characteristic ever cannot borrow elsewhe?"
of Hitler's speeches. Poland, said would be to place a premium O
Colonel Beck, will not consent to sloth and create a permane:r:
isolation from the sea by the parasite class which would sue)
transfer of Danzig to Germany the very life-blood of the nation.
and the granting ot sovereign
l
rights to Germany across the Po·
DURING THE PAST FE'' '
Iish corridor. If an attempt is years many capable and willin~U
made to impose those conditions
.
~
by force, that attempt will be persons have been ulle becaust
resisted with aH of Poland's they could find no work to do.
strength. Thus far the speech But always, whether in times ot
was emphatic and uncompromla- prosperity or of adversity, there
ing, leaving no doubt iD the mind hacauvsee~e those who were idle beof anyone that Poland is prepared
y preferred idl~ness or
to defend herself to the limit if bcause .of untrustworthmss ~r

I

* * *

attacked. But the speec~ was
n.ot by any means an offensive defiance or . a challenge to battle.
Poland, said the speaker, is ready
to confer peaceably with Germany for :the formulation of plans
~ll""wlll be e uitable and muq
.
tually advantageous and which
will main~ undis~urbed the
friendly relations .which out to
subsist bet:een *ne1g:bors.

BECK'S

;:~:;:1 ;:co:J:!:nc;~e r:esi!:;:
thin 8 of life those persons aid
the g enalt
of their own d;Iinp
y
quencies, and it is right that they
should pay.
When the govern~ent assumes the task ot provid·
mg lucrative employment for
members of that group it will be
depriving tts people of one ot the
elements which has lifted hu·
manity from the level of the1

r

SPZ'ECJI WAS brute-the stimulus of necessit)"

* *

.,
f

awaited with great interest be·
*
cause it was realized that on it
IT IS EQUALLY TRUE THA
-might hinge the issue of peace or there are many persons who a1.c.j
'.\\•ar. Hitler has gone so tar that unable to borrow money trom
' thout loss of face he cannot private sources because they have
,;'treat before a defiant and pro· demonstrated 1D their own lives
tocative imaller pawer.
It is that they cannot .safely be engenerally agreed that he has no trusted with loans. There are bilreal appetite tor war, but in the lions of dollars now ~ the cof•
achievement ot his purposes he fers of the banks and 1n the treahas a.pproached dangerously close suries of loaning. agencies of
to'-it..
...l,S
d to
at what point he would think it oaned at low tn
ere
neceSl!lary to abandon bluff for are certain reqUisfties.. A loan is
aclual fighting. That point might made in th~ expectati~n ~at . it
'h.iave been reached now if Colonel will be repaid; otheI'Wl.se it is a
ck had assumed an attitude gift. For the b~rrower to be ab1.e
tich could be twisted into an to present a :fair prospect of bevitation to war. That crisis was ing able to pay he must be ab1e
voided by the quiet and reason- to show that he has ~n tncoir,e
i!>le attitude of Colonel Beck. sufficient to enable him to ac
{t made it quite clear that if cumulate the required !Um witl
there is to be war over Danzig in the specified. time or. that th
or the Corridor, ft will ..___. .,_.
ey is to be mvested ~ a con·
liberate act of aggression by structive enterprise wh1c~ ha~
Germany. Hitler is left with the reasonable prospect of yielding!
0 portunity to make good on his the required sum. If those conp~o:fessed de&ire for peace.
ditions do not exist it would be
*
folly for any private person or in•
ARQlll,li:l>l'P IN 8 up po RT stltutlon to make a. loan, and It
ot Hitler'• demands ts made on would be equal folly for the govthe bal!lta that before the World ernment to undertake it. With
war Danzig waa a German city, all due respect to Mr. Roosevelt,
that its population now la largely It lll not the business of the govGerman, and that what lll now ernment to promote idleness and
the Polish corridor was a part of irresponsiblity by either ot the
Germany. As a matter ot fact methods which he proposes.
most of that part of the popula*
tion which is caJJed German ha.s
THE BASIS ON WHICH FEDlittle racial relationship to the eral reHef money should be disseveral populations of Germany tributed to the states is continuproper. Both the city and the ally in controversy. Perhaps the
Corridor are inhabited by the de- most vicious plan of all is that
scendants of tribes more Slavic of distributing in proportion t,
than Germanic. But if one goes population. The only justificatio
back in history far enough it is for federal participation in th,
p~ssible to find precedents for relief program is t he existence o
anything. Long before the pre- cases of dire need which canno
sent German empire was formed, be met by unaided local effort
Poland was the great power of In such circumstan9es it is prt
central Europe, and its sovereign- per and necessary for the federt
ty included much of the territory government to come to the ref.
now under German control. Then cue. But distribution shou1d b
slice after slice was cut off from on the basis of need and th
Poland, and presently the nation alone. And in determining tr
was dismembered. In any realis- degree of need there should b
tic approach to the problems of taken into account not merel:
today there must be conceded to the number of persons who are b\
each nation those things which need of aid, but the effort whicl
are necessary to its existence, and is being made by the state tc
what happened decades or cen- carry tts own share of the load
turies ago may have little bear- Everywhere the tendency is t C'
ing on the case.
obtain tram Washing ton th'
greatest amount poss ible and t O
IN SPEAKING RECENTLY keep local contributions down t o
of the functions o
overnment in the lowest possible limit.

* *

* *

* * *

IS IT USUAL FOR ROBlNS TO little clump of pink and white
appropriate the abandoned nests ones. As soon as they had opened
of other birds? I don't know, but a they were visited _by dozens of bees.
. .
.
I know of no hives of bees anyrobm m my neighborhood has done where in the neighborhood, and at
just that. Two years ago a mourn- t hat time there were no blossoms
ing dove built its of any kind near ,b y. Yet in some
nest in an elm way scouting bees had spotted
on the berm and those few blossoms and had notithere h a t c h e d fied their friends of their find.
and reared its Evidently bees are not only indusyoung. Last year trious, but thorough.
the same bird,
*
or one just like
THE INDICATIONS ARE THAT
it, occupied the this is to be a good lilac year pronest and brought vided something doesn't happen to
forth a
brood. the blossoms later on. Such oldThis spring no fashioned purple lilacs , as I have
mourning d o v e seen are loaded with partly develappeared, but a oped buds, and the French and
robin began work Persian varieties, which are a little
on the nest, ad- later, promise plenty of bloom. The
ding to it and lateness of their start is at least '
l)a~es.
lining it, and now partial assurance against damage
the little structure appears to be from frost, although one never can
about complete and ready for eggs. tell how the weather will behave.
That may be common practice· There are several hundred named
among robins, but I have not seen varieties of lilacs, but the differit before.
ences between some of them are so
*
slight that only experts can tell
THE MOURNING DOVE, LIKE them apart. And sometimes I have
· others of the pigeon family, is a my doubts about the experts. And,
poor and indifferent builder. Its when differences are so nearly imnest is little more than a handful perceptible, why worry about it?
.of twigs laid haphazard in the
*
'. crotch of a tree, and why the eggs
KING GEORGE AND QUEEN
fare not blown out is a mystery. Elizabeth of Great Britain haye
l The domestic pigeon is equally in- started on their trip to Canada and
l different to the quality of its nest. the United States. The sporting
It has several habits or character- thing for Hitler would be not to
istics which are quite different start a war while the British king
from those of other birds. It drinks is away from home. But, in view
like a horse with its bill in the of the f.act that Hitler is no sportswater, instead of raising its head man, it is possible that King
to let the liquid run down its George has signed in blank whatthroat. Both male ·and female birds ever papers may prove to be neecover the eggs, taking turns at essary during his absence, so that
that task, and both parents feed if it turns out that way the war
the young by injecting into their can go along without him.
mouths predigested food which is
* * *
sometimes called pigeon's milk.
THERE HAS BEEN CONSIDWhether or . not the mourning dove erable complaint of high prices for
does those things I have not been food at the New York fair. The
able to discover. Domestic pigeons management has investigated, and
also mate for life, although as in announces that reductions of 10 to
the case of human relations, hap- 15 per cent will be made, and that
J PY families are occasionally broken concessionnaires
will be required
up.
to post their prices publicly at the
'
*
several eating places. It seems
I CAN'T SEE MY OWN TULIPS strange that after half a century or
without going outdoors, but my more of fairs such provisions, obneighbor has a fine row of them viously required for the protection
now in full bloom right opposite of the public against chiseling,
my window, and I get the full ben- should have been overlooked in the
efit of them. The first of my tulips preparations of what is described
to bloom this year were those of ~ as the biggest fair of all.

*

*

*

*

* *

* *

.

THE BASEBALL SE AS O N
having opened reminiscences by
veteran fans are in order. Baseball is 100 years old this year, so
we have no one
living now who
saw the first
g am e p 1 aye d
But there a r e
many who witnessed the evolution of th e
game f r o m
s o m e w h a t
sketchy beginnin~s and the
gradual ab an donment in this
country for other kinds of ball
games for at
least
em b r yo
baseball.

* * *

I SUPPOSE ABOUT HALF MY
schooldays were over before I ever
heard of baseball. We played ball
games of several kinds. A favorite one at our country school was,
I suppose, a variation of the English game of cricket. The rules
were vague and variable, being
sulted to the exigencies of the
occasion. I remember little about
them now. About the clearest recollection that I have is that two
batters were stationed at each
end of the small field which was
occupied, with a player behind
each who served alternately as
catcher and pitcher. The
ball
was pitched alternately from end
to end and when it was struck
the batters ran to exchange places,
and if they succeeded, that scored
a run. There were no other bases,
and the fielders, if any, were scattered promiscuously ab o u t the
lot. The ball used might be almost anything that was fairly
round, one made of wool yarn
tightly wound and covered with
leather by the local shoemaker
being considered quite classy. My
grandfather, who still plied his
trade as shoemaker occasionally,
covered many of them. His covers
were in four sections, divided
as we sometimes divide the peeling of an orange.

* * *·

THEN THE OLDER
BOYS
brought from town a new game
called baseball and adjusted it to
local conditions as well as they
could. In that game also rules
had to be improvised to fit the
requirements of the local grounds
and the fact that often there were
not enough players of suitable size
to go around. If we couldn't must ~er nine men on a side we got
along with five or six and modified the rules accordingly.

*

*

*

BASEBALL HAS FOLLOWED
the American flag and American
commerce pretty much all over
the world. It has become very popular in the Philippines, and has
taken hold in Japan. Its progress
in England has been slow, but

there, also, it has gained foothold. Rev. W. Murray Allen tells
me that cricket is not the popular English game that we sometimes suppose it to be. It is played by the so-called public schools,
and where played is quite popular. But so far as the total number of participants is concerned
it does not compare with football, which is really · the game
of the people.

* *

*

MR. ALLEN SAYS THAThmrdl
MR.
ALLEN
SAYS
THAT
while the English spectators enjoy watching cricket, their evidences of enjoyment would scarcely be perceptible to an American
baseball enthusiast. Mr. Allen describes the behavior of one spectator at a game which he witnessed. A middle-aged gentleman,
he seated himself on a folding
stool well out of harm's way, opened his newspaper and began to
spend a pleasant afternoon alternately reading his paper and
watching such movements in the
game as interested him. Occasionally he would watch the completion of a critical play and remark approvingly, "Well played,
sir! Well played!" and then resume his reading.

* * *

C. J. MURPHY AND W. W.
Blain got to comparing notes on
ba8eball, and Murphy remembered
watching a pitcher named Dugdale pitch in a game on a corner
lot next ito the West hotel in Minneapolis when a stray fly smashed one of the hotel windows. Blain
remembered that a little later Dugdale moved to Seattle and there
organized a North Pacific league.
Then some of us remembered the
days when Harry Walker of the
Great Northern was the star Grand
Forks pitcher and Jack Turner
covered first base.

* * *

REFERENCE IS SOMETIMES
made to the "old
Northern
league." As a matter of fact there
were several leagues of which
Grand Forks was a
member.
There were the Northern,
the
Red River Valley and others w.hose
names I have forgotten. I think
it was a Northern league team of\
which W. A. Gordon, then state
senator, was manager. Later E.
H. Kent took a hand at managIng a Grand Forks team. Eugene
Fretz was another local manager
!or one season. The earliest of
those teams were made up of local amateurs who played for the
fun of it, and, perhaps, their expenses. Then professional pitchers and batters were employed,
and later we had all-professional
teams. One of the difficult tasks
was that of keeping local managements within designated salary limits. When a league pennant was in sight ambitious business men would sometimes dig
down into their jeans for the honor of the town.

B.
E. GROOM, WHO FOR
years has done such a fine piece
.
of work as agricultural agent for
the Greater North Dakota association, is a sincere believer in the
agricultural possibilities of North
Dakota,
proves
his faith by his
works. He bought
a n o t h ·e r farm.
just the other
day.
He
now
owns and operates more than
2,000 a c r e s of
Cavalier county
land.
Groom
comes
naturally by his
interest in farming. In 1834 his
grandfather settled on a piece of farm land near
Janesville, Wisconsin. That land
has remained in possession of the
family for more than a century,
and B. E. Groom, of the third gen: eration, is its present owner. I
never learned what directed h\s
thoughts to the newspaper business, but for several years he was
publisher of the Langdon RepubHean. But during his newspaper
years he was also a farmer, and
his time was devoted between the
newspaper and his farm.
1

* * *

the lady smuggled into the coun
try. .rhe seizure was based on in .
formation given by one "Maryl
Do~,, who has not been otherwise1
iden'tified. I haven't shed a tea
over any of those recent and rather sensational cases involving the
smuggling of jewels and costly
clothing. . I have a sympathetic
feeling toward the fellow who is
caught slipping a load of wheat
or a pair .of steers across the border because he can get a better
price on one side of the line than
on the other. The poor cuss needs
the money. But the social lion or
lioness who can afford to pay
thousands of dollars for articles
of personal adornment can afford
to pay the duty on them, and
when such persons are caught
smuggling I feel perfectly hardboiled about it.
1

* * *

DISC USS ING MOURNING
doves the other day I said I didn't
know whether or not mourning
doves follow the practice of domes tic pigeons in · mating for life.
One story that has come to me
seems to indicate that they do. A
Grand Forks resident, driving in
South Dakota, saw on the road a
mourning dove w h·i ch would
scarcely move out of the way of
the car. It seemed to be keeping
guard over a. splotch on the roadway which proved to be the flattened and mangled body of another bird which evidently had been
struck by a car. The living bird
seemed ready to attack anyone
who ventured near the dead body.
While nothing is known of the
history of the two birds the presumption is that they had been
mates and the bereaved one was
standing guard over the dead body
of its companion.

DlSPOSING OF HIS NEWSPAper interests, he intended and expected to devote himself exclusively to ' farming. He bought more
land and more live stock, and he
made, farming pay. His methods
were so simple, practical and effective that the Greater North
Dakota association wanted him to
help out on its agricultural campaign which was being inaugurat*
ed. Groom consented to help out
THERE IS ALSO A PATHETIC
for three months, and he has been story of the faithfulness of a swan
elping out ever since.
to its dead mate. Many years ago,
*
when a hard frost had reduced
WHILE CAVALIER COUNTY the salt water of Stump lake to
has been as good wheat territory slush, persons on the shore noticas any in the state, Groom has ed something peculiar ·a bout two
not been especially- interested in swans out in the middle of the
wheat growing. He had grown lake. Some of them rowed a boat
wheat, within reason, but he has to the spot to investigate. There
equipped all of his farms with they found the dead body of a fegood live stock, among which is a male swan afloat on the icy water,
liberal portion of sheep. He would while her mate swam disconsolateno more think of farming with- ly round and round about her. It
out sheep than without plows and was supposed that the female
harrows. Out of his own exper- swan had been wounded by some
ience he has developed some theo- hunter and had reached the lake
ries of which closest-trained ex- to die, while· her mate kept vigil[ '
perts never thought, and the beau- around her body. The living swa
ty of it is that he makes them had kept a small space clear of
work.
ice and slush. He made viciou
threats at those who approached,
FROM THE. HOME- OF AN- and as nothing could be done about
other socialite in New York cus- it the living bird was left with his
toms officials have collected some dead. He continued his watch until
$30,000 worth of imported clothing bitter cold closed in the ice around
and jewels which it is charged that him, and he, too, perished.

* *

* *

·
~
!

* * *

WHILE IT MAY OR MAY NOT himself on his holiday by takint

have been discreet for the Duk
of Windsor to make the speec
Vf hich he made on Morday, or to
make any speech at all intended
for the general
public, the refusal of the British
and
Canadian
bro a d c a s t i n g
c o m p a n i e s to
carry the speech
Qeems at least to
have been an error of judgment.
That refusal can
be u n d e r stood
o n Iy
on t h e
ground that it
was feared that
for some reason
the speech might
have an undesirable effect on public sentir--,~t.
But its exclusion from the air has
exhibited to the world a British
government suffering from a bad
case of jitters, which is not a happy situation.

*

* *

IF ALL IN F O R MAT I O N
about the speech could have been
kept' from the British public that
public would not have been affected one way or the other. But
announcement of the speech had
been made public, and its text
was carried next morning in the
B ritish papers, which could see no
. eason for suppressing it. As one
of those papers put it, so long as
t he people were to read the speech
next morning there was no good
reason why they should not have
been able to hear it Monday evening. As it is, the people of the
"tight little island" will be wondering if their government feels
as sure of itself as a government
should.

walk and the bus driver to celeate his holiday by taking a ride
on another bus.

* * *

BECAUSE SAILORS SPEND
so much of their time · on· the water we are apt to take it for granted that every sailor can swim. But
a very large proportion of them
are unable to swim a stroke. This I
is especially true of sailors recruited from northern latitudes where
the water to which they have had
access is too cold for swimming
just for fun. Many sailors, reared
in chilly water surroundings, never learned to swim in childhood
and neglect to learn afterward.
r

* *

*

SWIMMING, ONCE LEARNED,
is never forgotten. I have gone for
20 years without entering a body
of water larger than that contained in a bathtub, but when I plunged in I could swim. It seemed that
an instinct had taken root. While
I never became a good swimmer, I
learned so young that I have only
one rec.o llection of being unable
to swim. That was when as a
small child I was carried on the
back of another boy through a
tangle of nettles to a swimming
place, and while the older boys
swam I paddled in the shallow water. After that I learned to swim,
but I do not remember when,
where or how.

*

* *

EVERY CH IL D SHOULD
learn to swim, the earlier the better. Swimming is one of the finest
exercises, which is sufficient justification for it, even if there were
no other. And ability to swim even
a few strokes may save one's life.
Of course innumerable lives have
been saved by ability to swim or
remain afloat for a ·1ong time. But
thousands of other lives have been
*
lost when help was within a fe";
A PICTURE IN A NEW YORK yards because the victim of an anpaper shows a view of the Central cident was unable to remain afloat
park lagoon dotted with row boats for a few seconds.
on the hottest May 7 on record in
* * *
the big city. The picture is not I REFERRED TO NEW
large enough for identification of York's record-breaking temperaany of the occupants of the boats, ture on May 7., It was 88 which
but it is safe to guess that a lot was 6 degrees lower than that at
of them are sailors. The Atlantic Grand Forks a few days earlier.
·section of the fleet is now at New The air had lost some of its heat
- York, and it is . a tradition that before the wave from the · west
man-o'-war's men on shore leave reached New York. Those record
invariably to go for a boatride if breakers are unsatisfactory phethere is a boat available and wa- nomena, for an extreme in one diter on which to float it. This is on rection is pretty sure to .be folth~ same theory as that which re- lowed by the opposite extreme
quires the mail carrier to enjoy which we had the other night.
/

*

*

ANOTHER "CHARLEY ROSSn !creates suspicion that the whole
has appeared, adding one more to thing is a publicity stunt out of
the list of hundreds . of persons which somebody expects to make
who have claimed identity with a lot of money. And, even if the ·
the victim of a kidnaping
65 claims made are utterly frauduyears ago. The lent, it is by no means certain that
abduction of lit- the attempt to capitalize them will
tle Charley Ross not be successful. A good publicity
was the sensa- agent can do. wonders in arousing
· tion of its time. public sympathy and making a
With allowance hero of a faker.
made for the ab* * *
sence of radio
IT IS A GOOD MANY YEARS
and the less in- now since the Tichborne case in
tensive methods England dropped out of sight, but
of the newspa- that case kept the English courts
pers of that pe- busy for years, and it was the subriod, that .crime ject of sharp controversy throughoccupied a place out the kingdom. Sir Roger Tichin public atten- borne, a member of a wealthy
tion in the 70's English family, went to Australia
compa r a b 1 e to and disappeared. A few years later
IJafl'cS.
that occupied by a man representing himself as Sir
the more recent kidnaping of the Roger appeared and told a circumLindbergh child.
stantial story of wanderings and
adventure in the interior of Aus-·
· LITTLE CHARLEY ROSS WAS tralia, of illness and loss of memtaken from near his home by ory followed by recovery, and he
strangers in broad daylight, and laid claim to the Tichborne eshis father received a note demand- tates, which were quite valuabl~.
ing a ransom of $20,000. The fath* * *
er made every · possible effort to ENOUGH TIME HAD ELAPSmake contact with the kidnapers, ed to make identification from
but failed, and then he began a\ physical
appearance
practically i
long search which lasted for many impossible, but the claimant was
years and jn which he spent a for- subjected to searching exa~ina-1
tune, but he never found a t:race tion as to his recollection of perof the missing child. Since then sons, places and events. In his
hundreds of . persons have appear- answers to questions the claimant
-ed, each maintaining that he was bungled dreadfully, but his story
the missing Charley Ross, but up- had enough of plausibility to conon examination each story was· vince many of the credulous,
found baseless, and surviving mem- among whom, for a time, were
bers of the family have long since some members of the Tichborne 1
given up the search.
family.

of

1

* *

*

I
1

* *THAT
* IN SOME THE CLAIMANT
* * * ENLISTED
IT APPEARS
court procedure in Arizona the the support of many persons of
present claimant has been adjudg- standing, and his story had , enough
ed the missing- person. In the pub- of the romantic to appeal to the
Iished accounts it does not appear common herd. A large fund was
what sort of court action was in- raised by subscription to enable the
stituted, but members of the fam- 'claimant to press his claim in I
ily, being notified of the suit, ig- court, but ,convincing 'evidence of
nored it, and judgment was rend- fraud was produced and the · case ,
ered .in default of their appear-· was · thrown out of court.
t.ibse- {
ance. Presumably that judgment quently in a trial which las e.. ed 188
, will have no bearing on the atti- days, a jury, after half an hour's
·tude of the family toward the new deliberation, .convicted the claimclaimant or on any property tights. ant, under his real name, Arthur
* * *
Orton, of ·perjury, and was senON ITS FACE THE STORY tenced to 14 years imprisonment.
told by this man, who 'has been Upon his release Orton attempted
-k nown as Blair, seems improbable. to continue his appeals through
The presumption is that if the ·pur- the press and from the lectut·e
ported facts which he presents platform, but the sensation had
were genuine they would have worn itself out, and Orton spent
been .available long ago, and 'the his remaining years alternately
statement that the claimant is ex- confessing imposture and protest]pecting radio and film contracts ing innocence.

I

I

1

l

THOMAS MOORE, THE FA-rand those who oome to bring
mous Irish poet, was a man of greetings to us from beyond the
small stature, a fact which seas are the bearers of messages
prompted him to choose "Tho- from people to people, and
mas Little" as
through all those great groups
the pseudonym
run a spirit which makes for
und er
which
peace on earth and the developso m e
of hi s
ment of real human brotherhood.
earliest p o e m s
* *
were Issued.
THE EASIEST WAY TO
deal with the panhandler who
Moore was
a great admirer
a.ska for 11& dime for a cup of
a.nd p e r s on a 1
cawfee" ls to give him the dime,
friend of Byron,
if one has it, and Jet it go at
and he made no
that. I suppose few can turn
great secret of
down such a request and then
the fact that he
feel quite comfortable about It.
was
attracted
The feeling that one may have
by Byron's title
Da.,,,,.,
refused a trifling bit of help
as well as by the man himself. where the case may have been
Byron sometimes made fun of one of genuine need is not a
this weakness of his friend, if pleasant one. Yet the very fact
tt was a weakness, and in a bit that so many yield to sentiment
of satirical verse he remarked in such cases Ja responsible for
that "Little Tommy dearly love graft which runs Into millions
a lord." How much of that quail- each year and which had producty underlies the attention which ed a crop of professional beggars
lo being paid by the American whose business is a racket and
publ!c to visiting royalty?
which enables many of the oper- ,
* *
ators the means for luxurious livI SUSPECT THAT IN MOST Ing.
of us there is & strain, inherited,
* * *
probably, from remote ancestry,
EVEN THE SMALL TOWNS!
which enjoys evidences of dis- have their professional beggars
Unction such as convey at least whose takings often amount to
the impression of superiority in more than the incomes of those
rank, station or achievement. from whom they solicit and who
One exponent ot the democratic work diligently for whatever they
principle remarked that "In this get. But It Is in the great cities
country one man Is as good as that this racket reaches proanother, and a damned sight digious proportions. There beg. better." Most of us like to feel ging Is often camouflaged under
that we are not quite of the the guise of Itinerant salesmancommon herd. We like to have ship, and on the streets and In
it known that we live on the right other public places people are
side of the track, to be able to Importuned to buy pencils, sboemingle with the right people and laces and trinkets which noto be able to look down, if ever body wants and which · few acso little, upon our neighbors. cept. But nickels, dimes and
And that tendency, however, quarters drop into the receptacles
slight it may be, leads one to advanced, and with every such
welcome association with those gift encouragement is given for
who have been accorded places the maintenance of what is alof distinction among their fel- ways a nuisance, and which
lows. There is a certain gratifica- sometimes becomes downright extion in rubbing elbows with visit- tortion.
ing dignitaries- -the Grand Pan*
*
JaAdrum Qf the local societ the
IN
EW YORK SCARCELY
gold-laced and epa e
ottlcer, a week passes without the expoor the wearer or potential wear- sure ot one ot these professionals
er ot & crown.
who, after uworklng" hours, lives
in a fine apartment with a good
BUT, WIIlLE TIIlS VERY car and servants to minister to
human- and within reasonable him, and who has accumulated
limits, harmless-tendency exists, a sizeable bank account. The authere is a deeper motive under- thorities now are making vigorlying the interest with which the ous efforts to stop this racket,
movements of visiting royalty are and urgent requests are being
followed. Crowds have greeted made to World's fair visitors to
the Danish princeQ; crowds have make no donations to atreet beggreeted and wiil' continue to gars and to buy nothing from
greet the crown prince and prln- street vendors who are obviously
cess of royalty; crowds in Can- begging rather than selling merada and the United States will chandise. Official action can go
greet the king of Great Britain, only part of the way toward
who i• also the king of Canada, stoppage of thl• abuse, for ao
and the reception given to these Jong as the public Is In a yielding
vislton by American citizens Is mood furtive solicitation will go
evidence of no 1ervile desire to on.
fawn &t th• feet of royalty, but
*
Is rather a gesture of friendship
THERE WAS A TIME WHEN
towards milliona whom we never relief agencies were poorly orcan meet, but whose represents- ganlzed or not organized at all,
tlveo these titled visitors are.
and when It was necessary for
*
the destitute person to apply for
THERE IS NO INCONSIS-- aid to whoever he might meet,
tency In the welcome extended to or go hungry and shelterless.
these guests by citizens of a na- That time Is past. It may safe!:)\
tion which knows neither mon- be said that there Is no comarchs nor titles. The fact that munity In the United States, cersuch welcome can be extended, tainly no city, large or small,
voluntarily and wholeheartedly where provision is not made
is of itself evidence of the true through the agencies of the comdemocratic spirit. Our guests munity Itself for the relief of'
are representative!! of nations those who actually need food,
whose forms
of government;. clothing or shelter and have no
while different from our own, means of meeting that need. In
are nevertheless established on any city the nearest policeman
democratic· foundations.
Their will direct the needy person to
peoples live under forms of gov- the place where his need will
emment of their own choosing, be met.

*

*

*

* * *

*

* *

*

OLD SETTLERS OF GRAND :nterest the changing scene of to-

Forks and some of the adjoining
counties are arranging for a reunion to be held at the state park
at A r v i 1 1 a on
June ,20. Many
such gatherings
are held throughout the state, and
all of them are
full of interest.
There are still
left a few of the
original settlers,
pra~rie pioneers,
who have witnessed the transformation of the ancient bu ff al o
range to a vast
expanse of · culti·
Davies
vated farms, with
cities and villages dotted here and
there, and who have themselves
contributed greatly to that transformation.

* * *

IT WILL NOT BE LONG UNtil there will be none remaining of
those pioneers who came here old
enough to share in the strenuous
work to be performed, and even
! those who came in infancy to the
virgin prairie country are well advanced in years. Among those early
settlers there sprang up a comradeship which has strengthened
with the passing · of the years, and
among those who remain, though
they may see each other seldom,
there is a bond whose strength
can scarcely be appreciated by
those who meet each other only
casually In the swifter and more
crowded life of today.

day, their minds are attuned mort
distinctly to the recollections of
yesterday, and there is a fragrance
about the memories o'f early days
which is refreshing and sthnulat·
mg to them. Those reunions, too,
have value in the lessons which
they bring to those of more recent
arrivai, and to the children of the
original settlers. Those who can
look back only a few years need
occasionally to be reminded that
the difficulties which they_ experi·
ence, while they may be no· 1 in
form, are not hew in kind. Their
forerunners encountered obstacles,
suffered losses, experiences disaster, and sometimes faced a future 1-[
which looked black and forbidding. 1
But obstacles were overcome, loss- (
es recouped, disaster was met unflinchigly, and the future, howevei
dark it might appear, was m et
courageously. In the · lives of the
prairie pioneers there , are less ns
whose value time can never effa ce.
1·

'*

* GREAT
MINNESOTA *
IS THE
fishing ground for many residents
on this side of the state line. In
the past there has been some complaint over what appeared to be
the unnecessarily high cost of
fishing licenses for non-residents.
The rates have been somewhat
modified this year. but the opinion
has been expressed in several
quarters that they might be changed still further with actual benefit to the state. The cost of an
individual non-resident license is
$3.00. Many North Dakotans run
ov.er to Minnesota lakes for a day
or a week-end. They may repeat
this several times during a season,
IF THE *EXPERIENCES OF or the jaunt may not be repeated
those pioneers could be assembled at all. In either case the cost of .
in writt~n form it would consti· the license is the same.
tute a history of absorbing inter* * *
.1
est. Some of those experiences
THE PERSON WHO GOES ·
' were tragic, some touched with over for day's outing, although not
broad comedy. But underlying particularly interested in fishing,
them all was the spirit of a new may like to cast a line for an
life, with its spice of adventure in hour or two to see what happens.
unknown regions and unknown But if the exercise is to cost $3.00
conditions, a life in which family for a single outing the chances are
ties were strong, in which the that he will not pay the price. The
spirit of independence was out- suggestion has been made that .
standing, a~d in which mutual Minnesota would attract more
helpfulness was accepted as one of transient tourists and take in more
the normal and usual conditions of money if provision were made for
life.
issuance of licenses for a single
day or a single week-end. In con* * * AS ARE versation I have heard mention of
SUCH REUNIONS
now in prospect have real value 50 cents for a day and $1.00 for a
in the contribution which they week-end as appropr a te charges.
make to the satisfaction of those The idea is that the visitor w o
! who are traveling in life's sunset. now takes out no license and does
Most of those have ceased from no fishing would pay the smal.. r I
most of the strenuous activities to fee, and that the stat e would rewhich they were once accustomed, ceive more money and woulG not
and while they still observe with lose many more fish.

* *

1

MONDA Y'S AFTERNOON
Herald was prepared for publication · by students of the University
school of Journalism. This is an
annual event, intended to enlarge
the students' opportunities to exercise their talent in a c t u a I
daily newspaper
work, and to test
in some measure
their abilities in
that field.
In
that work the
Herald is always
glad to co-operate and to welcome once a year
to its offices stuDavies
dents w h o, in
many cases, will presently be enrolled as regular newspaper work_ers.

of them than are usually employed on the regular force, partly beca use it was desired that all
eligible for this work should share
t he experience, and partly because
the newcomers were unfamiliar
with the routine · of the office and
more were required to do the ~ame
quantity of work. If the theatrical spectacles were fairly · representative, the office should have
resembled a mad-house. But it
didn't. It was a busy place, for
there were a lot of people there,
and they were all busy. But each
was intent on his or her job, nobody was shouting or gesticulating, and Professor Bjornson, who
was in general charge of the
event, sat and looked on, with
scarcely a word to say. The work
was well organized and well ex...
ecuted, and the students produced an excellent paper with mighty
little waste motion.

* * *

IN AN
EDITORIAL
JUST
touched with the proper amount
of humor the Winnipeg Free Press
expresses thanks to King George
and Queen Elizabeth for deciding
to pay Winnipeg a visit, because
in consequence thereof the cit
is being cleaned up and dress
ed up as it would not have bee
had their been not royal visit in
prospect. Holes in the pavements
over which the parades will pass
are being repaired, ding"y buUding J
fronts are being cleaned, and all
the hydrants along the line of
march are being repainted a bright
red. The Free Press remarks that
even if the royal guests are unable to see the hydrants because
of the crowds surrounding them,
the new paint will still be there,
the buildings will retain their improved appearance for some time,
and the repaired pavement will
be more comfortable for Winnipeggers and their later guests.

MOST THEATRE-GOERS
have seen plays purporting to depict the activities of a newspaper
office, and in most cases the scenes
shown are, at least to the outsider,
those of unutterable confusion.
The spectator is shown reporters
jumping at the shouted and often
profane orders of city editors and
rushing at breakneck speed to
grab the last bit of news for the
afternoon edition, and the news
room is a perfect babel of sound,
with everybody tense as a fiddlestring.

* * *

·

THEATRICAL AUD IE N CES
are given to understand that this
is the normal state of the modern
newspaper office, and that newspaper workers live regularly in a
condition of high tension and imperfectly suppressed excitement. I
can assure my readers that this is
not so, and that the appearance of
a modern newspaper office does
not differ greatly from that of
business offices in general. There
is about the same degree of tension that prevails anywhere when
it becomes necessary to get a piece
of work done on time. There is
noise, such as there is wherever
several typewriters are being oper· ated at once. Assignments are
given to various jobs, but most of
those are standard and routine,
and many others are given well in
advance of the event, leaving but
a few to be treated as emergencies.
Instructions are usually given in
a business-like way, and I have
yet to learn of a city editor -jumping madly up and down and tearing his hair.

* * *
THOUGHT OF THIS

I

* * *

* * *

HOUSECLEANING IS AN EXcellent thing, and there is reason
to be grateful for whatever
prompts improvement in the ap- ,
pearance of our surroundings.
Grand Forks is not scheduled to
entertain kings and queens, but we
shall soon be visited by a prince
and princess, which comes to ·
much the same thing. As to whatever will be visible to those royal
guests, they should be able to see
it at its best. ·The sprucing up
should not be confined to what
they will see, for one locality
should not be permitted to shame ;
another. And, while ·kings and
queens, princes and princesses
come and go, most of the rest of
us are likely to be here for quite
some time, and we are all entitl
ed to live in a clean and sightly
city, provided we do our part t
bring about that desirable condi

I
ON
Monday morning when I dropped
into the office and found it filled
with University students "getting
t" the a er. There were more tion.

I

1

TRADITIONALLY, BREAD IS at numerous big fairs and amusethe staff of life, a fact which was ment parks, but in 1928 he was reemphasized by Dr. JameS" E. To- fused permission to repeat his
tig ht wire walk over the gorge,
bey, a New York nutritional auth- for which a film company had ofority, in an address delivered be- fered him $10,000.
fore a gather*
*
ing of bakery
HARDY'S CROSSING OF NImen in Chicago. agar a was a repetition of the feat
Wheat, said Dr. of Blondin, wpo made the· hazardTobey, which is ous trip many years earlier, perthe s o u r c e of forming various spectacular stunt ,
bread, will be an on the way, such as cooking a meal
important factor and eating it when in the middle of \
in winning the the space. On one trip he carried
next war. He a man on his back. As officials on
quoted Napo- both sides of the river have set '/
leon's
maxi m themselves against such hazardous
that "an army stunts, including going over t he
travels
on
its falls in a barrel, Hardy's crossing
stomach, and said in 1896 is likely to remain the '
that bread forms last of those feats.
an i m p o r t a n t
* *
Davies
part in the solBLONDIN'$ FEAT OF CARRYdier's diet. He might have added ing a man on his back across the
that unless civilian populations are gorge recalls the story of two hod
fed, armies cannot operate. The carriers. While the two ate their
demand for bread during the lunch at the foot of a long ladder 1
World war caused every available by means of which they carried
acre in the United States to be bricks and mortar to the lofty
devoted to the production of wheat, platform above. Pat boasted that
and should there ever be another he could carry Mike up the ladder
such great war the demand for in his hod and deliver him on the
wheat would be repeated.
scaffold. Mike didn't believe it. Pat
*
offered to bet a quarter · that he
COMPARING THE BREAD- could, and Mike accepted. Pat
eating habits of several nations, shouldered his hod and Mike
Dr. Tobey said that in England climbed in and the long climb was
and France bread is much more begun. Step after step Pat aswidely consumed than in the Unit- cended with his heavy load, Mike
ed States. Italy is also a large con- jeering him at every step. Near the
sumer of bread, but less bread is top Pat, almost exhausted, slipped,
used in Germany than in this wavered, then recovered himself
country. Consumption of bread in and delivered his burden at the
· the United States was placed by top. "Now, you see," he said, "I
Dr. Tobey at 10 billion loaves per did it and I won the quarter."
annum, which would mean about "Sure ye did," admitted Mike, "but
77 loaves for every man, woman begorry, that time that ye slipped, I
and child in the country. The I thought I had ye."
·
speaker thought our consumption
*
of bread might beneficially be inTHE FA M O U S PEACOCK
creased 50 per cent.
throne of China, smuggled from
*
Pekin when that city was threatCONGRESSMAN BURDICK, IT ened by the Japanese, . and transappea.rs, is a versatile person. Not ported overland across two contilong ago we were told that in ad- nents and then shipped across the
aition to the performance of his Atlantic, has been delivered safelegislative duties Mr. Burdick op- ly to Mrs. Theodore Roosevelt Jr.,
erated a goat ranch over in Mary- and associates, to be placed on exland, where he kept bach and .oft- hibition at the New York fair for
en regaled his friends with meals the benefit of destitute Chinese
of flapjacks of his own make. A children. News dispatches told a
recent news paragraph also cred- few days ago that when the ship
ited him with operating a little carrying it had discharged her
bookstore in Washington in which cargo at New York the precious
he spent much of his time be- throne was missing. After a Jot of
tween sessions of the house.
frantic telegraphing it was found
*
in a crate addressed to a scientist
THERE HAS JUST BEEN RE- in Oakland, Calif. After its -o vercorded the death in Toronto of land trip from Pekin the throne
James E. Hardy, world renowned reached the curator of a museum
aerialist, who won fame by cross- in Amsterdam, who was to for- 1
ing the Niagara gorge on a tight ward it to its destination. Think:wire in 1896. He made two cross- ing it safer to have it shipped to a
ings, on July 1 and July 4 of that ·p rivate address he had it addressed
year, thus celebrating both Cana- to a friend in Oakland, Calif.,
dian and American national holi- which he supposed to be a suburb
,fov~. He was one of the attractions of New York.

*

I

*

* *
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THAT GRAS HOPPE~ PIC-1 r HAVE NO DOUBT THAT
ture which appeared
in the Herald I many persons like myseif, who
,
on yv ednesday has attracted a lot have. no immediate thought of
of attention. Some. readers may building houses, often
in.spec
suppose, as I did at first, that the some of the house plans which arc
'hoppers had been published so numerously, and
killed and then know that some of them, at least,
distributed o v er again like myself look them over
the ext e n d e d critically
and
invariably
find
hand in order to something the matter with them.
convey an im- Always there is a door that opens
pression of their the wrong way, a stairway that is
size. But noth- in the wrong place, or something
ing of the sort else that could be improved with a
had been done. few deft touches with a pencil.
T h e reporter's That is one of the attractive feahand was merely tures about such plans. One can
placed
on
the enlarge or con tract them, or take
ground at a spot them all to pieces and remake
where the 'hop- them, without costing a cent.
pers were num*
erous, and the
ONE DEFECT THAT I HAVE
insects h a d noticed in several of the published
' swarmed over it. If the picture is plans is that the attached garages
inspected closely it will be found are too small. I have seen several
that all the hoppers are right side plans in which provision is made
up, ready to jump. And how they for garages 9 by 18 feet. A garage
can jump!
that size will contain one of the
*
smaller cars if the car can be got
I HAVE WATCHED THE ROB- in without wrecking either it or
ins about the lot feeding on grass- the garage, but the room is too
hoppers, and I am sure that one scant at front and rear, there is
robin -Will make away with many insufficient room at the sides for
hundred of the
insects in the entrance a11d exit, and the door
course of a day. Anyone who has must be so narrow that the slightwatched a
robin industriously est variation from the exact censwallowing angleworms in a new- ter in driving in or backing out
ly-spaded garden will understand will result in a scraped door-jamb 1
that it would take several hundred or fender. And the use of such a
of those tiny hoppers to make a garage for one of the larger cars ,
meal for one robin. Given plenty of is almost impossible.
f
robins, the grasshopper problem
would be solved. I once told how
ANOTHER FACT RELATING
many angleworms I had seen a to puQlished house plans is that\
robin swallow at a single session. many of them are prepared for
The reception given that perfectly relatively mild winter climates ,a nd
truthful statement was such that I are quite unsuitable for use in thk
shall not repeat it. That's for call- territory. A plan shown recently in
ing me a liar.
a
publication which circulates
1
widely in North Dakota has four
THE Q U E S TI O N ARISES outside doors, three of them openwhether or not two birds have ex- ing directly into the living room
changed nests. I have already told. without vestibule or anything els~
I have already told of a robin ap- to break draft when the dQor is
propriating the bundle of , sticks opened. In · this pa,rt 0-f the world
that did duty for two seasons for a that would seem about living out
mourning dove's nest and making doors.
a regular nest of it. The nest was
completed several days ago and
THERE IS A TENDENCY
the robin occupies it constantly, farther east to build houses withpresumably with several eggs un- out basements. The idea seems to
der her. In one of a neighbor's be to cut building costs, and, natrees is likewise occupying a nest turally, some money can be saved
which may or may not be new. by the elimination of the base-,
'The owner of the tree does not re- ment. But I do not believe in that
member having seen it before. But plan for our territory. Space must
the nest, instead of being a mere be provided .somewhere for heathandful of sticks, such -as usually ing plant, laundry and storage,
satisfies the mourning dove, is and where adequate provision is
well built and symmetrical, such made for these the construction of
a .s might be built by a bird with a basement is a real economy. It afnore artistic tastes. Has the dove fords possibilities, also, for recreaappropriated the last-year's nest of tion room, den or extra sleeping
some other bird?
room.

* *

* *

*
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*
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JIMMY FOLEY IS . GONE
ONE OF FOLEY'S OUTSTANDThe stout heart that carried him ing characteristics was his liking
through a long· illness has ceased for people and his ability to make
them like him. He loved good com
to beat, and the lively imagination pany, and in whatever company h
that wove words into designs of was, he was likely to be the cente •
humor, pathos or of interest. It was inevitable tha
scenes of sheer a man of his type should become
beauty, has given an important figure at public gathits last service to erings, and while it was not my
the friends
of good fortune to visit Jim in Pasayears. Not long dena, 1 have been told by others
since I mention- that in that city e was more than
ed Jim's illness a person-he was n institution. He
and the. fact that was in demand
. public gatherthough confined ings of all kin.d s, where he could
to a Pasadena entertain with dr, .. lery or stir emohospital, he con- tions with appea to sentiment. As
tinued to supply a toastmaster h
said to have
his paper, the been superb.
Star-News stories
I
of his early exFOLEY WROT
SOME REAL
perlences, many poetry and a great
al of amusing
Davies
of which had a verse. He could give words a twist
North Dakota setting. .James W. that would provoke a smile or start 1
Foley was born in Missouri. His a tear. For h1a material he drew l
father came to Medora, a frontier largely on the experiences of his
town on the Little Missouri, in the North Dakota life, and under his
early eighties to act as custodian deft touch the characters of the
for the prop~rties of the Marquis frontier town and the cattle range
de Mores who had established a lived again. Through all his work,
large cattle ranch ,there, and who in verse or prose, there ran the
built a packing plant in the lit- quality of human interest. During
tle town, believing that there was his career he. :°et . on intimate
money to be made in slaughtering terms many d1stmgmsb.ed persons.
cattle and dressing meat right at Of them all probably.. nLne appealthe source of production rather ed more strongly to his imagination
than in shipping live cattle to dis- than did James .Whitcomb Riler,
tant markets. The packing indus- and in much of his poetry ther~ 1s
try failed and after a few color- the same homely touch for which
ful years ' spent on the range, de Riley was famous.
Mores and hi1 beautiful wife left
for France, leaving the estate in
WHILE FOLEY WAITED TO
charge of the elder Foley, who fill a Chautauqua engagement he re"1
managed his employer's affairs ceived a telegram informin,l aim of
there for 30 years.
Riley's death. To his audience next
day, after paying tribute to the
YOUNG JIM WAS 12 YEARS memory of his friend, he read these
old when the family moved to Me- lines of appreciation which he had
dora. He became thoroughly fam- written some years before:
iliar with life on the range, and
his knowledge of it colored much Just a little bit of Riley when tlie
of his later writing. In 1892 he betwilight's growin' dim,
gan work on the Bismarck Trib- You can open of it anywhere and
une, and his flair for verse and for
read a verse from him,
quips and oddities in prose led him It rests me when I'm weary and it
to start in the Tribune a column
cheers me when I'm sad,
[
entitled "Prairie Breezes." Some of And sometimes the pathos of it
his best work appeared in that
when I'm cryin' makes me
column. Soon he won recognition
glad,
in the east, and for several years And I like it 'cause it's human and
he was a regular .c ontributor to
my heart just seems to sa
the Saturday Evening Post, New That if it could speak, like Riley's
York Times and other high-class
it would talk just thataway
publications. He moved to Pasadena and joined the staff of the
THERE ARE MANY TO WHO
Star-News, and his daily column he memory of :Jim Foley is dea
in that. paper became one of the who would aJ>·p ly those line
features of California. journalism.
equally to him.
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P R E S I D ENT ROOSEVELT the people, are all ID tile market,,
has Instructed Senator O'Ma- for loans at low rates of Interest
honey's monopoly committee to and are competing vigorously
find out why "Ameican dollars with each other for them.
are not finding
their way back
THEY REQUIRE THAT THE
Into produeitlve
loans which they make shall be
e r t e r p rise In
on a sound basis, that they shall
s u ff icient volbe for constructive purposes and
ume to keep our
that the borrower shall give
e c o nomlc masatisfactory
evidence of
his
chine turning at
ability to pay. And, while loans
the rate requirare being made here and there,
ed to b r i n g
the number of persons who dare
about full em•
enter Into commitments such as
ployment." The
are Involved In borrowing is so
president asked
small that money plies up, uni! the reason
wanted and unused.
why so much of
Davie•
*
the nation's money has remainMR.
O'MAHONEY'S
COMed idle In stagnant pools is:
mittee may or may not discover
Because our economy is leav- and so inform the president, that
ing an era of rapid expansion this condition exists specifically
and entering an era of steadier because of the attacks made pergrowth, caning for relatively less sistently by government on leInvestment In capital fOOdsi or
~ of uncel'Because of lag, leak a.nit
- ta nty as to what the government
tion In the operation of invest- will do next. Our economic sysment markets which prevent the tem is burdened with high taza,.
normal flow of savings Into non- tion, but the rate of taxation Itproductive enterprise.
self presents only a minor prob-1
* * *
!em. Taxes have been levied for
SENATOR
O' MAHONEY punitive purposes;
regulations
should have no difficulty in an- have been Imposed for the pur8Wering those questions.
It pose of forcing legitimate enter'
ought not to be necessary for him prise to submit to the supervito call his co=ittee together. alon of political bureaucrats; priHe should be able t~ answer right vate enterprise has had the•
off the bat. Jt he js ID any doubt ground cut from under Its feet< 1
he need only glance over the by subsidized government enter-• ,
bank statements which are pub- prise. In the face of these and" '
lished every little while. He will other like conditions the man
find there that the major part who otherwise would gladly bor-1
of the country's money which Is row to expand his business or·'
deposited In the banks fa Invest- launch a new enterprise prefers·
ed in government securities at to sit tight and wait until thert
rates of Interest which yield not 11 evidence of a return of aanltl
much more than enough to cover In the governmeil.t'a relations to
handling charges because other economics.
,
people are afraid to borrow for
Investment In productive enter- PLANS FOR THE
prise.
i,t anoth• 41rlgtM'e, though a small
one, have ~ abandoned, and I,
PERHAPS FOR THE GUID- am glad of it. The projected•'
ance of the co=ittee the presi- ship was to have been 300 feet
dent suggests two possible rea- long, a little less than half the,..
sons for the collection of money length of the several b_ig diriin stagnant pools. The first in- gibles which came to grief, and,
V8lves
·
· J
erican people have reached
-WU eltpeeted ti\ be,·.
limit of resourcefulness and be· able to cruise two or,..three. ta,ys
c&UH economically .vtatlc. Prob- at sea and then return to its
ably Kr. Roosevelt does not be- The president had tentatively aplleve that. Neither does any other proved the plans, but when he
Informed person. The expansion was told by the manufactiring
at the past h&I exhausted noth· company that a ahip of that type
Ing. It has opened new and II- would be lea Ate ~
!imitable field• which await ex- andoah or the Akron;-'wliich
ploration, and American spirit is 700 fe~t. long, ~· decided to h
as eager, as inventive· and as ad- no dir1g1ble bmlt at all.
venturous as it ever was. Fifty
* * •
years hence men may smile over
WITH NO TE C HNI C /
the fact that In 1939 a president knowledge of the subject, I ht
of the United States had even felt from the beginning that e.
,suggested that the era of expan- cept for certain special kinds ·
aion was ended, as we smile now s e r v i c e the dirigible la
at the similar suggestion.a made thoroughly untrustworthy crat,
ID perfect Hriousnesa by & com- and the fact that dirigibles hav ,
misalon at la'bor fifty J'8&rll ago. 8&lled across oceans and around
*
the world hall not Impressed m ,
THE ALTERNATIVE SUG- at all. One by one they have
gested by the president, and the come to grief. The factors the
one which Is an accord with make them untrustworthy a,
many other statements which he inherent in their structure, and I
has made Ill that money is stag- do not believe that they can be
nant because those who hold It overcome. To float, the dirigible
refuse to lend it. That belief, If must be light. If light it is frail.
it is a belief, is contradicted every To carry weight It must be bulky,
day by every lending Institution I and the combination of built and
in every community.
Banks, fragility makes it slow of movebuilding and local associations, ment and erratic In storms. Little
insurance companies, Inst!~ dlo>lgilllell do well enough as fair
of all kinds which are entrusted , attractions. But the big ships
with the accumulated funds of : should be ruled out.

* * *
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A CALL FROM S. A. TRAVIS
of Pierre, S. D., b.r ought recollections of territorial days: Mr. Travis,
who is here visiting his daughter,
Dorothy, a 'member of the high
sch o o 1 faculty,·
cam·e to · South
Dakota in 1883
and
has
lived
there ever since,
all of that time
in newspaper
work, and tno?t.
of it in political
c o r r espondence.
He recalls the
contests that prevailed over terri·torial div i s i o n,
capita I location
and the framing
of plans for the
Davles
new states. More
familiar, naturally, with the South
Dakotans who were influential in
public affairs, he knew also of the
work of McKenzie and LaMoure,
of the northern contingent. He
had covered every session of the
South Dakota legislature. Among
his early acquaintances .were Major Edwards, of the Fargo Forum,
and Colonel Plummer, an orator of
the old school, -who was always in
demand at public ·gatherings.

* *

*

smeared windshields.; A friend tells I
me of seeing a flock of crows at
work on one of those.. grasshopper
swarms. Hundreds of crows had
assembled for the feast, and they
were so intent on their meal that
they would scarcely move to make
way for a passing car.

* *

*

I HAVE A LETTER FROM .A
friend who insists that her nam ,
be not divulged, who finds herself
in a quandary because of the receptions being given visiting kings,
quet;;is, princes and princesses ·1
from abroad. There is a tradition
in her family that one of her ancestors was. a cousin of King
George III of Great Britain. The
lady herself has never put on airs
because of this family connection,
but has filled her station admirably as a farmer's wife, but she
is wondering now if she is not entitled to some deference because
of the royal connection, and just
what to do about it. She craves
no =- distinction for. herself, but she
feels that it may be her duty to
maintain the dignity of the family
in an appropriate manner.

*

* *

THE FAMILY RECORD IN
this case is written in a family
Bible some 75 years old, and on th
strength , of the entries there on
member laid claim to a fortune,
but what became .o f her or the
fortune is not known. My friend's
grandfather came to the United
States from Scotland, being ·21
weeks on the water. Her grandmother's family,· coming a year
later, made the trip in 14 weeks.

THERE IS NO ACCOUNTING
' for the tastes of birds in their
-~ selection of dwelling sites. Bud
~ Abrahamson reports that a mourning dove has built its nest in one
of his eavestroughs. A. L. Failor
tells of a robin that has built its
nest in the knothole -of a tree
1 about
10 feet from the ground.
*
i Sparrows persist in carrying litter
MY FRIEND'S P R O B LE M
1to build a nest ·o n the top of my seems not to be one of identity. If
kitchen ventilator, exposed to all it were there would be .the device
the winds that blow.
which occurred to the embarrassed
and , mystified old lady who on
). THE CROW IS GENERALLY awaking could not be certain who
considered an undesirable bird be- she was. She said:
cause of its marauding habits. It Laud a mercy on me, this is none ,
destroys the eggs, and probably
of I;
t
the young of other birds, and a But if it be I as I hope it be,
flock of crows can play the mis- I've a little dog at · home, and he'll
chief with a field of newly sproutknow me.
· ed corn. But with all their bad
1 habits crows have their place in IN THE PRESENT CASE,
lthe scheme of things. Many of us which seems to relate. lo order of
1
remember a season not long ago precedence, bows and genuflections
when the roadway between here and things like that, I ·s hould rec- \
and Duluth was thickly carpeted ommend Emily Post, who has tan
in spots with grasshoppers which answer for everything and seems
in flight clogged radiators and remarkably level-headed.
.

*

I

*
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THE WORKS PROGRESS ADTHIS LITTLE PAR ABLE,
ministration has conducted a study which is circulated by a Minneaof the conditions surrounding the polis business concern, touches on
an important psychological fact:
production of wheat and oats;' and
THE MAN WHO SOLD HOT
in a report just issued it has asDOGS.
~em bled many in"There was a man . who lived bYi
teresting and use- the side of the road and he
ful
facts.
One hot dogs. He was hard of hearin
statement made, so he had no radio. He had trouhl
however,
seems with his eyes so he re3:d no news~
open to question. papers.
Appended to a
"But he sold good hot dogs. H
p~cture of a com- put signs up on the highvyay, tell
bme operating in ing how good they were. He stoo
a field of wheat on the side of the road and cried
is
this
state- 'Buy a hot dog, Mister?' and peo
ment:
ple bought. He increased his mea
"This o u t fit and bun orders. He bought a big
harvests an acre ger stove to take care of his trade.
of small grains He finally got his son home from
with a labor ex- college to help· him.
p en d it u re of
"But then · something· happened.
Davies
about one man- His son said, "Father, haven't you
hour per ·acre. A centv,ry ·ago, with been listening to . the radio? Hav..
the hand methods then universally en't you been reading the newspa;used, ) harvesting required 45 to 50 pers? There's a big depression on.
man-hours per acre."
The European situation is terrible.
The domestic situation is worse.
I RAISED NO QUESTION AS Everything's going to pot.'
1
to the labor required in operating
"Whereupon the father thought,
a modern combine, and am willing "Well, my son's been to college, he
to accept the estimate given. as reads the papers and he listens to
the radio, and he ought to know." l
correct. And, it is conceded that So the father cut down on his meat
the labor, cost under earlier meth- and bun orders, took down his ad, ods was greater. But that earlier vertising signs, and no longer
· cost could not have been as great bothered to stand out out -on the
as stated. A century ago, although highway to sell his hot dogs. An~
the harvester had been invented, his hot dog sales fell almost overit was not in general use, and ex- night.
cept in rare instances grain was
"'You're right, son,' the father
cut with a cradle, bound by hand said to the boy. 'We certainly are
and 'threshed with a flail. I have in the middle of a great depres- assisted in all of these operations sion.'"
'..i .
much less than a century ago.
THERE ARE, HOWEVER,
A GOOD CRADLER COULD several flaws in the allegory, which
cut four acres of grain in a day is true of several allegories. If the
of 10 hours. I have heard of 'm en hot dog man had been able to read
-cutting seven acres in a day, but the newspapers and had don~ so
never knew of it being done. A intelligently, he would have undergood binder could keep up with a stood that although a depression
cradler. For cutting and binding existed-an unescapable fact-the
that would mean 5 man-hours per way to beat it was to make still
acre. . Under average conditions a better hot dogs and advertise them
steady worker with a flail would in hls newspaper rather than by
pound out 20 bushels of wheat in signs on the highway. His son, too, j
a day. This would be about the if he attended any standard colproduct of an acre. With 5 µ.ours lege, had learned not only_ of the ·
for cutting and binding, 10 hours existence of a depression, but somefor threshing, and an hour or two thing of what might be done about
for shocking, hauling and clean- it. The lad would have come home,
ing, the total labor would be well hung up his sheepskin, and ' said,
under 20 ·man-hours per acre or "Dad, the going may 'be tough for . less than half the figure given. My a while, but you and I together ,
estimates are fo-r fairly heavy can make it. We'll just buckle down
crops. The lighter crop would re- and make this the best hot dog
quire less man-hours per acre, but stand there is anywher6, and let
would involve a higher labor '. cost everybody know about it, and then,
per bushel.
just watch our smoke!"

sol;

* * *

* * *

* * *

MEANS A RAdio fan, not that I dislike radio or
object to it, but that I have never
the habit of listening
many radio programs,
nor have I bee o m e interested
in the names and
characteristics of
many of those
who appear on
such programs. I
like to listen to a
good musical program, when I am
in the
mood.
Sometimes I tune
in on a news review. If there is
to be a speech of
s p e c i a l significance by some
Davies
noteworthy person I try to hear it. And certain
kinds of light comedy afford me
amusement.

* * *

ASIDE FROM THIS, WHICH,
after all, makes quite a list, much
[ that comes over the radio is to me
just so much disagreeable noise,
and that goes for some of the most
popular programs of the day. One
of them, which might ve voted the
most popular comedy program of
them all, impresses me as pathetic, the chief performer's effort to
be funny is so obvious, and so
hopeless. One can hear brighter wit
on a down town street corner any
day, and the last monotonous part
of the program is that portion devoted to advertising.

* * *

LISTENING TO THE RADIO,
like many other things, becomes a
habit. At our house a few years
ago we listened regularly to one
program, which we found quite entertaining. The domestic arrangements were so adjusted as to provide for tuning in on that program
daily. That, I learned, was the almost universal practice, and the
program was the subject of conversation wherever one went. So
far as I know the quality of the
1 program did not change, but grad! ually listening to it became a chore
to be done rather than a bit of en. tertainment to be enjoyed. Yet the
habit persisted for months. Then
came an interruption, a summer
or occasional absences
1vacation
from home which broke into the
routine, and the habit of listening
to that program was dropped, never to be resumed. The program is
still going, and by chance snatches
of it are heard, but always the dial
is turned to something else. Curiously, I have inquired of many
friends about their experience with
that program, and almost invariably it has been similar to mine. Noody dislikes it or objects to it, but
most of those whom I know have
dropped it because they have lost
interest in it.

RADIO COMEDY PARTAKES
of the nature of vaudeville. But the
old vaudevillian had an assortment
of tricks which lasted him for an
entire season. He said and did the
same things over and over, but to
different audiences. The radio comedian must have a new program for
each performance, and to provide
freshness and variety day after
day or week after week seems to
be beyond most of them.

* * *

A STRAY PARAGRAPH ABOUT
the composition of meerschaum reminds me of the days of the
meerschaum pipe. I suppose almost
every old smoker has stored away
somewhere a collection of meerschaum pipes, once prized, but now
discarded. I have several of them.
One of them was a prize won in a
raffle-I think the only time I ever
had any luck in a raffle. I colored I
it carefully and smoked it for several years. Another has my mono- 1
gram in silver inlaid in the bowl.
That was a gift from Geo. B.
Winship which he had made in a
factory in Vienne which does those
things for tourists. Others have
their special histories and are valued for their associations, but I no
longer smoke them.

*

MEERS CHAM * *
THE WORD
is the equivalent of "sea-foam," is
a light, soft clay, found principally
in central Europe, which lends itself to the smoker's taste because
of its coolness and absorptive
qualities. It is carved easily, and
when treated with wax takes a
high polish. One of its defects is its
extreme softness, which causes it
to scratch easily. At one time the
coloring of meerschaum pipes was
an art to which many smokers devoted themselves as assiduously as
other artists to do the painting of
fine pictures. The trick was to get
the bowl, especially the lower part,
colored a rich golden brown,
smooth and even all around. Care
must be taken not to overheat the
pipe as that would blacken it and
make the color irregular. Strong
drafts of air must be avoided, too,
as they might crack the bowl or
cause it to color unevenly.

* *

*

NEW MEERSCHAUMS WERE
often covered with chamois tightly
fitted over bowl and stem. This
protected from drafts and scratches.
Another device once rather popular was the "monitor," which was
an extra pipe bowl of any cheap
material, fitted into the Meerschaum with a plug. The meerschaum was partly filled with tobacco, the monitor was filled and
the plug inserted and the top sec
tion was lighted. With this double
decker the smoker could be sur
not to overheat his precious meers
chaum and the smoke, filterin
through the tobacco in the lowe
story would give the material th
right shade of brown.

INTENSIVE STUDY IS BE!.NG
given in Washington to preparations for an expedition into the
Antarctic which will make more
complete surveys of the southern
continent than
have ever yet
been made. The
exploration w i 11
be made the basis for American
claims to a large
section of Antarctica. A d m i r a 1
Byrd and Linc o 1 n Ellsworth
are active in the
prepar at i O n of
the plans, and
while a leader
for the expedit ion had not
b e en definitely
selected, a Washington dispatch
says that Captain Richard Black
is being seriously considered for
that position. Black is a Grand
Forks man and former University
of North Dakota student.

* * *

ONE INTER E STING FEAture of the plan is the preparation that is being made for transportation of sledge dogs by air
from central points to stations far
in the interior which it would be
impossible to reach overland within
reasonable time. It appears that
dogs do not stand air transportation well, some of them becoming
seriously ill and others actually
becoming insane from fright. To
avoid this each dog so transported
will occupy a light aluminum cage
and will make the flight under the
influence of an opiate which will
render him temporarily unconscious of his surroundings.

was no amusing sight or sounu.
~ith anger flushed, indignantly,
.l thought the rascal laughed at
me.
In accents stern, and scorning
danger,
I thus rebuked the laughing
stranger :
"Your manner, sir, is execrable. 1
I'd punch your head, if I were
able;
But, as it is, I tell you this:
I take your laughter much amiss."

* * *

"Your pardon, sir," he said, contrite,
Apologetic and polite,
·'I laughed both deep and '1oud,
'tis true,
But, sir, I did not laugh at you.
A story, quaint and innocent,
Prompted my burst of merriment,
And, if you've nothing else to do,
I'd like to tell the tale to you."

* * *

To this I courteously assented,
And, as the story he presented,
From point to point my interest
grew.
'Twas quick and snappy, bright
and new.
I smiled, then chuckled, gasped
and shouted.
I hesitated not, nor doubted
That of the funny tales I'd known
This stood apart, supreme, alone.
I laughed, to make the welkin
ring.
I laughed, and laughed - like
everything.

* * *

We

two, good friends, shook
,hands and parted,
And on our several ways we
started.
My homeward wa.y I laughing
took,
And, laughing still, my shoulders
*
shook.
BY MEANS OF AIRPLANES In bed I laughed myself to sleep,
small stations will be planted at And laughing dreams broke slumselected spots well in the interior,
ber deep.
·
each equipped with dogs, sledges,
means for sustenance and radio, This morning I arose betimes
and from each of these stations And sat me down to type these
surveys will be made much more
rhymes,
minutely than has hitherto been That friends I know might share
possible.
my glee
* *
And join in full-toned laughs with
THE LOST MASTERPIECE.
me.
Last evening, as the setting sun Alas! Alack! This morning after,
Reminded that the day was done, While I am still convulsed with
I walked abroad. The night was
laughter,
fair;
I've turned my brain-pan insid
Fragrance or lilacs filled the air;
out,
The radiant sky around me shed
But can't tell what it is about. j
A crimson glow; while overhead
That funny story, heard last,
The darkness gathered, and a star
night,
Winked at me faintly from afar.
Has vanished from my memor
*
quite;
":'he air was still; the twilight scene Has left me not the slightest trace
Ln harmony with soul serene.
Of person, incident or place.
My thoughts, released from daily I know-that's all that's left ' to

* *

* * *

I

*

* *

care,

me-

Went idly wandering here ll,Dd
there.
nd then I had a sudden shock,
unwelcome in my quiet walk.
I met a man who seemed to be
In spasms of hilarity.

* * *

1

l

We stood alone, and all around

It was as funny as could be.

*

*

*

Some day that yarn may come
again
Into my consciousnes8; and then
I'll pass it on quite willingly,
So that my friends may laugh
with me.

IN THE CULTIVATED PRAIrie sections ' of the United States
l surveyors' lines have been run a
mile apart, and markers have been
set to indicate section, township
and range. Many
of the st a k es
have been des t roye.d , an d t·1me
and weather have
obliterated many
of the mounds of
earth which were
built to mark the
section
corners.
In the erection of
markers on the
prairie a simple
and uniform rule
was followed. At
the corner
of
each section there
Davies
was built a little
mound of sod, which :md was lifted from four holes cut north, east
and west of the mound. Into each
mound was driven a square oak
stake with one of its faces toward
each of the surrounding sections.
On that face was cut or burned
the number of the section nearest
it, together with township and
range numbers. Anyone who understood the markings could determine
his location exactly from the inscriptions on the stake. Mounds
were built and stakes driven midway between the mile posts, but
these so-called "quarter stakes,"
marking the outer corners of quarter sections, had mounds whose
sod was taken from only two excavations. If the line was that on the
east side of a section, the line itself running north and south, the
two shallow excavations would be
north and south of the state, and
so on around t_p e section.

* * *

GEORGE WASHINGTON SURveyed a lot of territory in his day,
and the work of surveying has been
continued all through the years.
But it is not yet completed. We
have altogether something like a
million square miles of territory
which has never been surveyed.
About two-thirds of this area is in
Alaska and the rest is in the continental United States. Those sections comprise mountain, desert
and otherwise inaccessible or uninhabitable territory. There may be
in some of that territory lands
available for homesteading, but at
present it would be impossible to
describe them in a document.

I ,, D DN'T GO TO WINNIPEG
to see the king and queen. Weeks
ago I had intended to go, not to
cover the proceedings, but to see
tpe spectacle. But physical frailties warned me that I had better
stay at home, and if a hint is broad
.
enough, I can take 1t. But the
Herald was capably represented by
Austin, Eyler and Tinnes with their
pencils and by Evanson with his
camera As one who t k
t
·
a es a sor
of granfatherly interest in the
performance of other members of
the force I wish to remark that the
boys did a number one job, and
I'm proud of them. They can draw
on me for a bottle of Coca-Cola
apiece.

*

*

*

MAYOR M'FADDEN HAS DESignated May 26 as straw hat day,
and, following a time-honored custom, has urged that all residents of [
the city, from that time through
the summer season adorn themselves with straw headgear. Within reasonable limits I am a lawabiding citizen, and I do my prettiest to comply with the laws and
ordinances, rules and regulations I
in such cases made and provided. 1
But unless they're making straw
hats of di.fferent design from any
that I have run across in recent
years, I shall remain a rugged individualist and stick to my old felt
chapeau. I don't object to · straw ,
hats on other people. They look
neat, natty and summery, as a
summer hat should. But my dome
is so constructed that I never can
keep a straw hat on without pulling it down until it circles my head
like an iron band.

*

*

* STRAW HAT~,,
I HAVE WORN
and enjoyed them, but those were
hats of Indian make which I wore
in my boyhood, and which cost 10
cents apiece. Straw was plentiful,
and it was liberally used in those
hats. Each had a crown of generous height which would accommodate two or three wet cabbage
leaves on a hot day, and the brim
extended well over, not only the
fact, but the · shoulders. And, when
the novelty of a new hat wore off,
a large hole cut in the top provided
excellent ventilation. If I could find
a hat of that type now I might
wear it, otherwise I must ask Mr.
McFadden to excuse me.

ONE OF THE FAVORITE were making scant and difficult
occupations of a large group of growth among the pebbles. Not
writers Is to tell of the havoc lo~g ago those h!lls were clothed
with dense forest growth. Always
wrought by the early settlers In the surface soil was scai.: and
the prairie states shallow, but the trees had sent
In turning wrong their roots down deep and they
aide up the aod were able to hold their own and
with which na- made growth. Now the trees are
ture had cover- gone, and there Is nothing left.
ed the plains as The little !eat-mould that once
with a protective covered the surface had blown or
blankeL BtcaWNI waahed ~'\1'_&1,...leavlng mile after
"" ... ......
at Mlllllfon.
those settlers to
wring wealth UNDOUBTEDLY MUCH OF
from the soil, our western land bas been unwe are told, wind wisely treated, but our pra1ne
and wate• have pioneers were not more careless
carried away the of nature's bounty or regardless
fertility which nature had been of nature's metboclll than were
accumulating for ages and have the eariy settlers In the eastern
left these plalna bare and sterile, states. Also,· there Is the differIncapable of producing crops for ence that whereas the spots In
another generation or two, if North Dakota that have suffered
ever. Denuded of Its protective most from drouth and wind will J
covering, we are told the fertile again produce good crops if giveoil baa been swept up by the en a single se&aOD of moderatel
wind and Canted &el'Oll8 the con- ralD, the eastern country of
tlnent to the ~
Wtlf.ten would not
has come, it has carried the soil P
a crop of trees or anyInto the rivers and down Into the thing else tf subjected to anothGulf, and there has been placed er Noa.h's flood. We who live in
,n the pioneers the responsibility or near what Is called the dustof turning what was once a vast bowl know something about It,•
fertile area Jnto a barren wilder~ and some of us a.re pretty well
fed up on what is written a.bout
DOBB,
it.

* * *

* * *

I AM QUITlll AWARE OF THE
fact that when a bit of •od 18
turned over and the bare earth
exposes to the elements, a portlon of the mater!al will be reduced to powder, and In a strong
wind some of it will be blown
away In the form of dust. That
phenomenan Is not peculiar to the
prairie states. It occurs wherever
land ls cultivated, the sun shines
and the wind blows. We see evidences of It in California 11114
Maine as well as In the Dakotas
and Wyoming. But, as our winds
are fitful and Intermittent, much
of the dust that is lifted from one
'!leld 19
while there may be a net 088,
ls difficult to compute. Also,
heavy rains carry away loose
soil, and that process Is much
more noticeable In hilly regions
than on the level plains. ·

* * *

IN SOME OF THE HERALD
articles covering the visit of
King George and his queen to
Winnipeg commented on the absence of visible cordons of guards
about the royal couple. Comment
has also been made on that fact
by others from G ~ Forks who
visited Winnipeg on Wednesday.
Of COU1'N pnoautlons had been
taken. Scotland Yard men had
preceded the king and queen to
Canada and they had been relntorced by members of the Canadian constabulary, national and
local, and undoubtedly In the
crowds were persona whose duty
unaeellllj
demonstrations took place. But It
was all quietly and unobstrusively done, and the progresa of the
royal couple, and their several
public appearances were attended
with as little show of special
guardianship as tf the distinguishCLOUDS OF DUST ARE NO ed guests had been a visiting al·
new thing 1n the prairie regions. derman and hi.I wife from a
some of the military expeditions nelgbbortng city.
which were aent through the
plains three-quarters of & cenNO MATTER WHAT ELABtury ago traveled 1n dust so dense orate precautions are taken, it Is
that It was Impossible to see more never possible to provide absothan a few rods la_ W
lreetlon. lute protection for persons of
The ground was iio ·•
ti/ala officl81 poaltlons from the
there was no forage for horaea, attacks of cranks and cr!mlnals.
and Jean buffalo trekked In great It may be that guarding which
herds In search of pasture. For tends to attract attention may be
ages the rivers had been carry- verdone, for In certain unbalancing" soil to the Gulf, and had built ed minds there Is often the desire
up the great :Mlsslaslppl delta to achieve the apparently lmposlong before those men ever saw sible, and within certain reason~ /
the river. Those processes bad able limits accessibility may, af. 1
been In progress long before the ter all, be the best defense.

* * *

* * *

I
I

first furrow was turned on the
prairie.

* * *

rr MIGHT BE WELL FOR
those who are shocked by the
destruction
which
man
has
wrought to turn their attention
to the east and note what has
happened there. I have gone
through the Alleghenies, travellng for miles among great hills
which once were covered with fine
timber and have aeen nothing but
scattered stumps and bare gravel,
with hovels perched precarlously
on the hillsides and weary-lookIng men and women puttertng listlessly on occasional bits of level
ground where garden vegetables

* * *

I

WASHINGTON DISPATCHES
are replete with descriptions of
plans for the recovery of business.
In my humble opinion, tf congress and the president could declde on a few simple and obvious
things and do them, and then
qnlt, bualness would take care of
Itself. The mischief of it la that
there Is tinkering In this, that
and the other direction, and nobody knows what to expect next.
Men can adjust themselves to almost any situation It they can
look forward to some degree ot
permanence, but nobody can build
securely on a foundation that ls
shifting from day to day.

EVERY FEW DAYS THE
mail brings a circular, pamphlet or
other publication from some society professing to be in possession
of mysterious secrets relating to
the past, present
and future of the
hum an r a c e,
with an inner circle of sages who,
having absorbed
tne wisdom contained in the secret writings and
who are able to
interpret the symbolic language of
the involved rituals, can foret e 11 accurately
the future of individuals and the
Davies
destiny of nations. In evidence of their ability
to do these things there are 10
presented lists of predictions which
are said to have been made and
been fulfilled. Upon this evidence
selected individuals are invited to
apply for membership, the cost of
which is nominal, but if the initiate is to derive full value from his
membership it will be necessary
for him to buy books, subscribe for
periodicals and otherwise invest
money in acquiring the wisdom
which is said to be on tap at headquarters.

* * *

BEING CONSCIOUS OF THE
need for more wisdom than I have
yet been able to accumulate, I
have examined many of these publications with considerable interest. A certain amount of knowledge is to be acquired through the
agencies of the schools, in which
are to be found the results of investigations made since the beginnlng of history, running all the
way from A- B. C. to the latest
discoveries in tlle structure and
behavior of the universe. Knowledge comes, too, from contact with
"ne's fellows in all the relations of
ife. It comes from a million peronal experiences. And, in the
tudy of the passing scene, with
, \tellectual and spiritual faculties
i.tuned and adjusted, we may acuire something that passes for
(.isdom.
F<
.

I

* * *

, • THESE PROCESSES ARE OP1h to all. They require no memberRhips, no signs and passwords and
-lo rituals. And whatever wisdom
there is of this nature is imparted
freely to all who seek it. It ls not
kept a profound secret by a select
aristocracy, but those who have
·t in whatever measure are glad to
share it with thier fellows. Hence
·these societies which claim the
possession of exclusive knowledge
have no appeal for me. Their predictions are vague and ambiguous,
about as much to the point and as
:rustworthy as the weather predictions in our old yellow-backed al'3.nao that hung on a nail on the
chen cupboard. Yet they have
2ir enthusiastic devotees among
Jse who like the1r philosophy
apped up in mysterious-looking
ckages adorned with cabalistic
signs.

* TO
* *BANKER:
CUSTOMER,

cut your 1ntP,r-st rates away down.
Banker: It's true that we have a
good deal of money, and we are
offering it on good paper at 6 per
cent.
Customer: I'm not interested in
the interest rate. Make it 12 per
cent if you like. What I want is to
get a thousand dollars.
Banker: What means have you
of paying it back?
Customer: Thunder! I
don't
know that I can ever pay it back.
That's why I don't care a.bout the
interest rate.

* *

*

* *

*

FROM HER S C RAP B O O K
Mrs. Carl E. Donnelly supplies this
bit of homely philosophy:
A SMILE.
A smile costs nothing but creates
much
It happens in a flash and the
memory
Sometimes lasts forever:
It cannot be bought, begged borrowed
Or stolen: but it is something that
Is no earthly good to any one until
It is given away.
So if in your hurry and rush you
meet
Someone, who is too weary to give
you
A smile, leav,e one of yours
For no one needs a smile quite as
much as
He who has none left to give.

* * *

THE SAME MA IL
brings from Mrs. J. G. Moore, of
Bowesmont, who has spent several
of her winters in California where
she was in touch often with James
W. Foley, a bit of verse whlch, she
writes, was the last poem that FoIey wrote. The sentiment expressed in Mrs. Donnelly's clipping,
while expressed in different words,
parallels closely that in Foley's
verse, which reads as follows:
AND

* * *

THE NIOEST WORDS.
By James W. Foley.
}
The nicest words I know are these: 1
"Excuse me," "Thank you," "If
you please."
·
I find I need them every day,
Whatever other words I say.

I

It helps me all the way along
To say, "Excuse me," if I'm wrong.
If I must go, if I intrude,
If I am thoughtless, or am rude.

ll

No service rendered me so slight
But somehow "Thank you" sounds
just right.
I bid you try it every while

You may, and serve it with a smile.
And straightway you will find it
makea
Him glad who gives and.him who 1
takes.
I find that simple "Yes" agrees
Not quite so well as "If you
please."
Such friendly little words and
bright
With kindliness and so polite.

I

So learn to say these words with i
I
ease,
ar that you bankers have so "Excuse me," "Thank you," "If you '
uch money to lend that you have
please."

A CARD IS JUST RECEIVED but either little cotton tails tha
from G. w. Crossman from Wess- have wandered in from the wood
or the progency of domesticate
ington, S. D., wheie each summer rabbits which have gone wild.
· the Crossmans go to spend the Such rabbits make their homes
summer months under the floors of old outbuildIooking
a f t e r ings, or under piles of lumber or
farming
inter- rubbish. They multiply rapidly,
ests. Mr. Cross- and they are especially fond of
man writes that tender garden stuff. One rabbit
on the morning will play havoc with a whole row
when they left of lettuce in a night. Poison
Grand Forks last doesn't seem to be the proper remweek, about 6 edy, as it may be eaten by dogs
o'clock,
when or birds, and the ordinary rat
they reached the trap may lame one's favorite puppy.
second crossing, Perhaps a box trap might be used
about six miles to good advantage.
s o u th w e s t of
Grand Forks,
MRS. C. D. BOYER, 509 1-2
they saw three Fourth avenue North, has received
large deer cross a letter from her son, Floyd, who
Davlea
the road from left Grand Forks four years ago
the west and go on toward the Red and now holds a position in one
river. The sight of deer on the of the large stores of New York
open prairie in these days 1s suf- City. '.!'loyd has been visiting the
ficiently unusual to attract atten- world's fair, and his letter is de, j'
tion, although even in the more voted chiefly to a description of
densely inhabited districts of the its wonders. He writes in part:
state there are still a few deer in
bits of woodland along the rivers,
"NOT ALONE IN PHYSICAL
and occasionally one will wander magnitude and visual splendor
from the shelter to which it has (after all, the Pyramids have the
been accustomed and start on a first and the Taj Mahal the secjourney of exploration across coun- ond) but in the staggering realiztry. I am told that deer are quite ation of intelligent, motivated imoften seen in tlle river bottoms in agination and the coming true of
western Traill and Grand Forks planned dreams the World of Tocounties.
, morrow is impressive to an almost
unbearable degree.
ONE OF THE C UR I OU S
* *
things is that in a section where
"YOU SEE IT, HEAR IT, FEE
practically all the land has been it, yet you cannot believe it. It i
occupied for farming purposes for like the physical embodiment of a
many years, deer will be born and dream. It is, in fact, just that.
grow to maturity, notwithstanding Here, actually in its undecipher
the dangers to which they must able longhand, of the real Magna
be subjected a.11 the time. Prob- Carta we read about in grammar
ably few persons would shoot a school; here are real live silkdeer out of •eason in the farming worms spinning their priceless
area, but there are foxes and coy- threads; here is a bus which inotes for which a young fawn would stead of honking a horn, plays a
make a toothsome meal, and sheep strain from "The Sidewalks of
are often worried by dogs which New York;" here is a torrential
are large enough to bring down waterfall falling over the roof and
even an adult deer. The fawn of down the entire front wall of a
our common deer has its sides palatial building; here is glass
lined with white spots which dis- made of wood; here. is a machine
appear as the animal grows. Natur- that transforms rays of light into
alists, I believe, consider these the human voice; here is a. knitting
spots protective coloring which wool made of glass; here is e.n
tend to make the little creature electric stove that will fry an egg
at least partly invisible in the by magnetism without a trace of
combination of light and shade of heat; here is living proof that the
a forest. I recall, also, a theory best things in life are free-for by
which was current among boys of far the most interesting, exciting
my age back east that while the and inspiring marvels don't cost a.
spots remained on the fawn no cent."
odor was emitted from the little
animal which would attract a beast AMONG THE SPECTACLES
of prey. I suppose that is merely which Floyd has visited thus far
one of the notions for which there are Billy Rose's Aquacade in
is no real foundation, but I have which several of the best-known
known those who believed it figures on the stage appear, and
firmly.
an American flag "bigger than
rlngling's main tent. Floyd writes
SOME LOCAL GARDENERS that thus far he has visited the
complain of the ravages commit- fair only twice, but that it will
ted on their premises by rabb~ts. take at least a dozen visits to
These are not jackrabbits, which make even a good beginning of an
I believe seldom invade the city, inspection of its marvels.

* * *

*

I
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* * *

*

*
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